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Investment objective

Investment profile

This is a high conviction portfolio focused on maximising returns

•

to the investors over the medium to long term by investing
in JSE listed shares. The returns of this portfolio are based
on the ability of the JSE All Share index to deliver returns in
excess of inflation and the ability of the portfolio manager to
identify undervalued securities within this asset class.

Risk profile

Investors who have a longer investment term and want the
highest possible return on their invested capital

•

Value-based investors with high risk tolerance

•

Investors who understand that there are investment cycles that
cause share prices to fluctuate

Portfolio information

Low

Inception date

1 June 2015

Low-Medium

Investment manager

Momentum SP Reid Securities

Medium

Stockbroker/custodian

Momentum SP Reid Securities

Medium-High

Management fee

Max 1% (annual)

High

Minimum lump sum

R 250 000

Redemption period

5 business days

Benchmark

CPI +4%

Top holdings
Remgro

REM

9,0%

Reinet/BTI

REI

8,0%

BHP Billiton

BIL

7,5%

Naspers

NPN

7,5%

Aspen

APN

6,5%
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After an eventful December 2015, with the surprise change in the

Against this backdrop, our Core Equity Portfolio outperformed

Financial Minister, the start to the year was fairly volatile. After

the ALSI delivering 3.7% over the first quarter. We remained

falling close to 5% over December 2015 and January 2016 the

relatively conservatively positioned over the period. Markets

ALSI benefitted from a strong rally in the Resources sector (+16%)

continue to be volatile with increasing political tension coupled

which helped it into positive territory over February. Other sectors

with global concerns over medium term economic growth. In

also benefitted from the positive sentiment and showed positive

such an environment, we prefer to take our exposure in high

momentum across the major sub-indices in March 2016. The

quality companies with strong and resilient balance sheets.

Resources Sector gained further support in the final month of the
quarter, adding another 5%, and ended the three month period
up 18%. The ALSI gained 3% over a very choppy start to the year.

Quarterly Market and Economic
Review

Herman van Papendorp
Head of Macro Research and
Asset Allocation

Sanisha Packirisamy
Economist

Global central banks re-ignite a “riskon” environment
Concerns over the health of the global economy have deepened.

Nevertheless, the FTSE/JSE SWIX managed to end the quarter 5.9%

Most major regions are now expected to expand at a slower pace

firmer (see chart 1), led higher by gains in resource stocks (18.1%).

this year relative to the growth rates observed in 2015. Recognition

The FTSE/JSE Financials Index benefited from rand strength

of the external risks to the United States (US) economy caused a

despite a deteriorating macro picture (+6.2%), while the FTSE/JSE

more dovish rhetoric from the US Federal Reserve (Fed), triggering

Industrials Index lost ground (-0.4%) over the same time period.

a slide in the US dollar, while the European Central Bank (ECB)
and Bank of Japan (BoJ) eased monetary policy further in 1Q16

A steady rise in precious metal prices during the quarter

amid serial disappointment on growth and inflation prospects.

drove gains in the platinum and gold ETFs, notwithstanding
a firmer domestic currency. The rand staged a 4.8% recovery

Receding fears of a so-called “hard landing” in China and a

against the US dollar in 1Q16, despite depressed domestic

recovery in commodity prices spurred “risk-on” sentiment,

sentiment and lingering policy uncertainty, as a weaker US

contributing to a sharp rebound in beleaguered emerging markets

dollar and easing concerns around China led to a broad-

(EM). The MSCI EM Index ended the first quarter of the year

based global rally in commodity-related currencies.

5.4% higher, outperforming the MSCI Developed Markets Index
which tracked broadly sideways (-0.1%) over the corresponding

Amongst the local asset classes, listed property outperformed,

period. The MSCI EM Latin America (LatAm) Index was the clear

gaining 10.1% in the first quarter of the year. This was linked to a

outperformer over 1Q16, surging ahead by nearly 20%, while the

65 basis points rally in ten-year domestic bond yields during 1Q16,

MSCI EM Europe Middle East and Africa (EMEA) Index posted a

which helped the latter to record a 6.6% return. Inflation-linked

healthy gain of 12.1% over the same time period. JPMorgan data

bonds (ILBs) and SA cash were the worst performers during 1Q16.

shows that despite EM equities experiencing significant inflows
to the order of USD7.3 billion in March, partly reversing the
negative trend in cumulative flows for the quarter, SA equities
still suffered outflows of R24.9 billion (USD1.6 billion) in 1Q16.
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Chart 1: SA asset class performance in 1Q16
(indexed)
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Our view that the recent rand recovery would prove to be

Sweden by expanding their focus from traditional policy easing

unsustainable in the coming quarters in the absence of a meaningful

measures to adopting a more unorthodox approach by cutting

rally in commodity prices should provide currency support for

interest rates into negative territory in an effort to prevent the

foreign asset class returns during the remainder of 2016.

economy slipping into a recession and sliding back into deflation.

Our global preference remains for equities over fixed-income

The aim of negative interest rate policies (NIRP) is to punish

assets, while recent profit upgrades have improved the

banks that hoard cash instead of extending loans to companies

valuation underpin for the local share market. In contrast, the

and households, thereby countering a subdued inflation outlook.

dear valuation of SA listed property is likely to constrain the

The problem however is that rates below zero may not reduce

return potential from this asset class. Meanwhile, the rising

borrowing rates in the real economy and may instead crimp

domestic rate cycle continues to support local cash returns.

banks’ profitability and encourage undue risk-taking in search

In tandem with the rand, domestic bonds could come under

of profits. The Bank of International Settlements (BIS) warned

some pressure in the ensuing months as ratings agencies

that it would be difficult to predict how individuals or financial

ponder the country’s credit status, as political uncertainty

institutions would behave if rates were to fall further below

prevails and as the August municipal elections approach.

zero or remain in negative territory for an extended period.

Global central banks taking a cautious
approach

The latest Bloomberg consensus estimates for March 2016 place

Despite major central banks ramping up their balance sheets to
unprecedented levels and running ultra-accommodative monetary
policy rates in their respective economies, growth remains relatively
sluggish worldwide while lacklustre inflation persists in many
key regions. Though central banks in the US, United Kingdom
(UK), Eurozone and Japan have seen their balance sheets soar to
151% of GDP in 4Q15 from 49% in 4Q07 (as calculated by Goldman
Sachs), policy efforts to spur on activity in struggling economies
have been subject to diminishing marginal returns. More recently,

real GDP growth prospects at only 3.0% this year from 3.5% in May
2015. While the slowdown in emerging countries was anticipated,
economic surprises in this region have still been to the downside.
Moreover, developed market (DM) growth prospects have dimmed
somewhat too (see chart 2) on the back of disappointing activity.
In the United States, softer growth momentum has raised
a more cautious approach to near-term monetary policy,
but a more promising outlook on inflation suggests that
two more interest rate increases (of 25 basis points
each) by the Fed this year cannot be ruled out.

the BoJ and the ECB have joined Denmark, Switzerland and
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Chart 2: Shallower global growth recovery
expected (%)
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of rate hikes than under a scenario where the UK remains.
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Meanwhile, growth fears and paltry inflation prints are
likely to keep monetary policy in easing mode at the ECB
and BoJ. The ECB injected yet another dose of stimulus
into their still-fragile economy earlier this year, while the
BoJ struggled to boost inflation expectations and growth
prospects even after cutting interest rates to below zero.

Source: Bloomberg, Momentum Investments

Dispersion across emerging nations persists

In addition to firm jobs growth, healthy savings, positive real wages

EM risk appetite has improved markedly following the Fed’s

(thanks to low oil prices) and robust US household net wealth

communication that fewer rate hikes and a more protracted interest

metrics should support further growth in household consumption,

rate cycle was likely to take place given growth and financial

which increased close to 3% in real terms in the final quarter

market stability concerns. Nevertheless, growth fundamentals

of 2015. Though a further tightening in the US labour market

remain weak. The degree of commodity reliance and the sensitivity

has been less successful in stirring up higher wage inflation,

to rising US rates as well as to US dollar movements continues

at the same pace that has been the case historically, nominal

to drive a divergence in economic outcomes across EM.

earnings growth is slowly ticking higher. Survey indications of
higher wage expectations by consumers and higher wages to be

Stagflationary pressures (high inflation accompanied by low

awarded by employers will likely further drive inflation measures

growth) are expected to persist in the commodity-exporting

higher over the course of the year, while the disinflationary

bloc as currency weakness keeps inflation elevated, while

impact of lower oil prices and a weaker US dollar abate.

countries within Emerging Asia and Eastern Europe are
likely to ease policy rates further on low inflation pressures

Though the short-term growth and inflation impact of the US

thanks to subdued oil prices. Net commodity exporters are

November 2016 election is likely to be limited, market volatility

also facing increasing budgetary constraints leading to lower

could spike in the months leading up to the presidential race.

credit worthiness scores, particularly those with a low growth
trajectory (and no implementation of a growth plan), an increased

Over in the UK, political mayhem could unfold as the UK’s

vulnerability to commodity prices and low policy predictability.

relationship with the European Union (EU) comes into the
spotlight. The debate over a possible UK exit from the EU

To a large extent EM under performance can be attributed to

has been hotting up with immigration laws and employment

China’s plan to eliminate overcapacity in its traditional growth

opportunities ranking high on the agenda for the “leave”

sectors as it transitions to a more services-related economy

camp, while the likely negative economic repercussions of a

while re-focusing exports on higher-value add products. The

so-called “Brexit” continue to concern the “stay” camp.

Chinese authority’s 13th five-year growth plan aims to shrink
China’s bloated steel and coal industries, reduce government’s

In the event of a Brexit (which is not our base case), we would

role in business and better enable operating conditions for

expect a reasonably large drag on investment, a sharp increase

setting up new firms. We expect steady growth in the household

in financial market volatility and a likely increase in political

and services sectors of the economy, while heavy industry zones

tensions. Household consumption should weaken on higher

are likely to remain depressed with a limited spillover to the

inflation and negative employment effects. A reduction in

rest of the economy. We expect targeted stimulus to continue to

capital inflows and slow labour force growth would reduce

maintain growth rates in line with the country’s five-year plan.

potential growth in the long run, while the region would
have less favourable trading relations with the EU.
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This is likely to include further fiscal stimulus, lower interest

SA’s failure to capitalise on the proceeds of the commodity boom

rates to encourage households to borrow more and lower

has led to growth occurring predominantly in the non-tradeable

reserve requirement ratios to buoy the property market.

goods sectors of the economy which has further exacerbated
the unemployment crisis given a slowdown in labour-intensive

SA politics undermining structural reform
momentum

growth sectors. As a result, SA’s export of tradable goods has

China’s phenomenal growth rate, averaging 10.8% between

cost base and a number of structural rigidities have prevented

2000 and 2007, funded excessive consumption in South Africa

SA’s exporting firms from responding fully to the exchange

(SA) over the same time period against a favourable backdrop

rate depreciation, further hindering growth prospects.

of rising global growth, improving investor risk appetite and

become relatively cost uncompetitive. As global risk appetite has
waned, EM currencies have come under pressure, but a high

The SA Reserve Bank (SARB) is likely to react to slowing growth and

abundant cheap capital originating from stimulus packages

a rising inflation trajectory by hiking interest rates by a further two

in key DMs which poured into emerging countries.

rounds of 25 basis points each, taking the repo rate to 7.5% over

The commodity cycle has however turned on the back of China’s

the next twelve months in an effort to contain inflation expectations

growth transition. The Bloomberg commodity price index slid by

which remain clustered around the ceiling of the inflation target

55% from its 2Q11 peak, leading to a 10.3% decline in SA’s terms-

band, even on a five-year forward-looking basis. In reference to

of-trade (a measure of SA’s export prices relative to import prices).

the real interest rate, the SARB has noted that monetary policy
remains accommodative and as such we are looking for real rates

GDP per capita (in US dollars) followed the upward direction

to recover close to an average of 1% over the next two years. In

of SA’s terms-of-trade during the commodity boom up to 2011

the absence of substantial foreign direct investment into SA, SA’s

and has since tapered off (see chart 3), hinting at a non-trivial

still-sizeable current account deficit will remain heavily reliant

relationship between average living standards and natural

on higher real interest rates to attract foreign portfolio flows in a

resource rents in SA. With commodity prices likely to remain

potential “risk-off” environment where commodity prices are likely

subdued well into 2017 on the back of an oversupply in global

to remain under pressure, limiting gains on SA’s terms-of-trade.

stocks and modest demand, the outlook for consumption
spend in SA remains muted for at least the next two years.

GDP per capita (US dollars)

Chart 3: Average living standards have
declined since 2011
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Source: IMF, Momentum Investments, data up to 2015

Disclaimer: Shares are generally medium- to long-term investments. The value of shares may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future.
Opinions expressed in this document are those held as at the date appearing in this material only. Momentum shall not be liable or responsible for any use of this document or to any other
person or entity for any inaccuracy of information contained in this document or any errors or omissions in its content, regardless of the cause of such inaccuracy, error or omission. This
document should not be seen as an offer to purchase any specific product and should not be construed as advice or guidance in any form whatsoever.
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